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ABSTRACT 
We study the perturbations ofquadruples of matrices by means of their orthogo- 
nal miniversal deformation. In particular we obtain a characterization f the structural 
stabilib: of quadruples of matrices, in terms of its numerical invariants. 
INTRODUCTION 
(A ~) where A is a We consider quadruples of complex matrices c: ' 
square matrix, and the natural equivalence relation, which generalizes the 
similarity between square matrices and the block similarity between pairs of 
matrices. The aim of this paper is to characterize the structural stability of a 
quadruple of matrices, with regard to this equivalence relation, in terms of 
the complete system of invariants given in [4, 5]. Following Arnold's tech- 
niques, the basic tool is the orthogonal miniversal deformation of a quadruple 
of matrices. 
Therefore, the main results are Theorem A (11.5), which describes the 
orthogonal miniversal deformation of a quadruple of matrices, and Theorem 
B (III.7), which gives the desired characterization f the structurally stable 
quadruples of matrices. This result generalizes the corresponding one for 
pairs of matrices in [7] (where fullv different echniques are used) and [2]. 
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In Section I, we recall the natural equivalence relation between quad- 
ruples of matrices (I.2). Moreover, we see it as induced by the action of a Lie 
group (I.7), in order to prove that the equivalence classes are regular 
submanifold (I.8) and to obtain a description of their tangent spaces (1.9). 
Section II contains the proof of Theorem A. It is based on the fact that 
the orthogonal inear varieties to the orbits (or equivalence classes) are 
miniversal deformations (11.2). Thus, we define a scalar product in the space 
of quadruples of matrices (II.3), and from (I.9) we obtain a description of the 
orthogonal space to the orbit of a quadruple (II.4). Then, Theorem A follows 
immediately (II.5). 
Section III is devoted to Theorem B. First, we recall the definition of 
structural stability (III.1) and we characterize it as any miniversal deformation 
being zero-dimensional (III.3), that is, as the nonexistence of nontrivial 
solutions of the system appearing in Theorem A (III.4). Then, in III.5 and 
III.6 we discuss when the only solution of this system is the zero one. Thus, 
the conditions in Theorem B are obtained (III.7). 
Throughout the article, we denote by M~×s(C) the space of complex 
matrices having r rows and s columns (note that, if r = s, Mrxr(C) is often 
denoted by M~(C)). For R ~ Mrxs(C), R* means its adjoint matrix, that is, 
the complex conjugate of the transpose of R. 
I. EQUIVALENCE RELATION BETWEEN QUADRUPLES 
OF MATRICES 
(A ~) ,where  A~M.x . (C) ,  1.1. We consider quadruples of matrices c
B E M,× re(C), C • m x,(C) and D ~ M, ×,,(C). 
P ' r 
We denote by ,,¢t'n,,, p the space of these quadruples of matrices. Obvi- 
ously, it is isomorphic to M,×,(C) X M,×m(C) X Mp x n(C) X Mp×m(C), so 
that its elements are written as (A, B, C, D). 
1.2. In "¢{,,mp we consider an equivalence relation that generalizes in a 
natural way the similarity between square matrices and the block similarity 
between pairs of matrices (see, for instance, [6]). We say that two quadruples 
are equivalent if and only if one of them can be obtained from the other by 
means of one, or more, of the following elementary transformations: basis 
change in the state space, in the input space, and in the output space and 
operations of state feedback and output injection. 
DEFINITION. (A, B, C, D) and (A', B', C', D') are equivalent if and 
only if ( A', B ', C', D') can be obtained from ( A, B, C, D) by means of one, 
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or more, of the following elementary transformations: 
(i) (A, B,C, D) ~ (PAP -~, PB, CP -~, D)  = (A ' ,  B',C', D') 
(ii) (A, B,C, D) ~ (A, BV, C, DV)  = (A', B',C', D') 
(iii) (A, B, C, D) ~ ( A, B, WC, WD) = ( A', B', C', D') 
(iv) (A ,B ,C ,D)~(A  + BK, B,C + DK, D)=(A ' ,B ' ,C ' ,D ' )  
(v) (A, B,C, D) ~ (A +]C, B +JD, C, D) = (A', B',C',  D'). 
1.3. It is immediate that this equivalence relation generalizes the block 
similari~" between pairs of matrices. That is, if (A, B, C, D)~ 
(A ' ,B ' ,C ' ,D ' )  and C =0,  D =0,  then C' = 0, D' = 0 and the pairs 
(A, B) and (A', B') are block similar. 
Analogously, it generalizes the similarity between square matrices. 
1.4. We refer to [4, 5] for a complete family of invariants and for a 
canonical reduced form of a quadruple of matrices, with regard to this 
equivalence relation. 
1.5. To apply Arnold's techniques, it is necessary" to see this equivalence 
relation as induced by the action of a Lie group. Thus, let us consider in 
Gl(n + p; C) × Gl(n + m; C) the group structure defined by 
( s , r )o (S ' , r ' )  = (ss ' , r ' r ) ;  
then, let ~ c Gl(n + p; C) X Gl(n + m; C) be the subgroup defined hv 
0 ' K J ~ m,,×,,(C), K ~ M,,,×,,(C) 
If no confusion is possible, we write its elements imply as (P, V, W, J, K). 
Obviously, it is a Lie group. 
1.6. Now, we define an action a ot',~ over ~<,,,,1, as fbllows: 
DEFINITION. With the abow~ notations, we define 
(( I ,  V ,W, J ,K ) , (A , t~,C ,D) )  --, C K 
1.7. Then, we see that the transformations (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) of 1.2 
are the result of the action of the elements (P, I .... Ip, 0, 0), (I,,, V, Ip, 0, 0), 
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(I,,, I m, W, O, 0), (I,,, I m, lp, O, K), (I~, I m, lp, j, 0), respectively. Hence, we 
have: 
PROPOSITION. Two quadruples ( A, B, C, D), ( A', B', C', D') ~Ct~,,m p 
are equivalent if and only if 
a( (P ,V ,W, J ,K ) , (  A ,B ,C ,D) )  = ( A ' ,B ' ,C ' ,D ' )  
for some ( P, V, W, ], K) E ~. 
1.8. Therefore, the equivalence class of a quadruple (A, B, C, D) ~JZr, mp 
is its orbit with regard to action a, which we denote by N(A, B, C, D). 
Then, we can apply the closed orbit lemma to obtain: 
PROPOSITION. For any quadruple (A, B, C, D) ~¢nmp, its equivalence 
class or orbit eC( A, B, C, D) is a locally closed submanifold of ~gt'r, mp, and its 
boundary is the union of orbits" of a lower dimension. 
1.9. In the next section, we use the following explicit description of the 
tangent space to ~'(A, B, C, D). 
PROPOSITION. For any quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) EcCt~,,,np the 
tangent space to its orbit ~¢(A, B,C, D) at (A, B,C, D) is the set of 
quadruples: 
([P, A] + BK +JC, BV + PB +JD, -CP  + DK + WC, DV + WD) 
P e M,, x,,(C), V e M,,, x,,(C),  W e Mpxp(C), 
y e M.×,(C), e Mm×.(C). 
Proof. Let us consider the parametrization f ~'(A, B, C, D) induced by 
Ol( A, B, C, D): ~ --~'~nmp 
0 W C D K " 
Hence, the tangent space to el(A, B, C, D) at (A, B, C, D) is the image of 
the differential of oL(A '~,c, D) at the unit element E = (I n, I,,,, Ip, 0, 0) of ,~: 
T(A,B,C,D)~'( A, B, C, D) = d( a(A,B,C,D))~(TE~ ), 
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where Te ff is the tangent space to ~" at E. Obviously 
0 V l l l J~M.×p(C) ,  KeMm×n(C ) 
which can he identified with 
M,,×,,(C) X Mm×m(C ) X Mp×p(C) × M,×,,(C) x M,,,×,,(C). 
Then it is sufficient o prove that 
d( (A B ,: K)  
= ([P,  A] + BK +JC,  BV + PB +JD,  -CP  + DK + WC, DV + WD) 
where ( P, V, W, K, K) ~ Tt: ~. To do that, we compute 
a(a.~,C,D)(I,, + ~P,I,,, + eV, Ip + eW,~J ,  eK)  
0 Ip + ~W C eK I,,, + eV 
-- ((I,, + eP)A( I  + eP) - '  + eJC(I,, + *P) 1 
+( I  n + eP)BeK + e2JDK, ((I,~ + eP)B  + eJD)(I,,, + eV) ,  
(Ip + eW)C(1, ,  + eP) -l + (Ip + eW)DeK, ( I , ,  + eW)D( I , , ,  + eV) ) .  
Bearing in mind that (I,, + eP)- l  
the linear approximation is 
A + e ( [P ,A]  +JC + BK) 
C + e( -CP+ WC +DK)  
= D + e _ C P + D K +  WC 
and the proof is concluded. 
= I - eP + ~2p2 + . . . .  we have that 
B + e(PB +JD+BV)I 
] D + ~(DV+WD)  
BV + PB + JD t 
! 
DV + WD ] 
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II. VERSAL DEFORMATION OF QUADRUPLES OF MATRICES 
II.1. The starting point is the following result, proved by Arnold for the 
Gl(n, C) acting on Mnxn(C) and generalized by Tannenbaum [6] for a Lie 
group acting on a complex manifold. 
PROPOSITION. A differentiable family ~: A ~ ~z ,,,p, where A is an open 
neighborhood of the origin of C t, is a versal deformation of ~p(0)= 
( A, B, C, D) if and only if it is transversal to the orbit G(A, B, C, D) at 
(A, B,C, D). 
11.2. In particular, we have: 
COROLLARY. Let us fix any Hermitian product in ~,,,,,p. Then, for any 
quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) ~/ ,mp the linear variety 
(A,  B,C, D) + T(A,B,C,D)~'(A, B,C, D) l 
is a miniversal deformation of it. 
11.3. We consider in ~'nmp the Hermitian product induced by the usual 
one in M(n+p)×(,,+m)(C): 
DEFINITION. If(A, B, C, D), (A', B', C', D') ~/n,,p, we define 
tn  )ta ( (A ,B ,C ,D) , (A ' ,B ' ,C ' ,D ' ) )=t r  D C' D' 
11.4. From 1.9, we have the following description of 
T(A,B,C,D)t~( A, B, C, D) " : 
LEMMA. We assume in Jt',m p the scalar product defined in H.3. Then 
( A', B', C', D') ~ T~A,B,C,D)~( A , B, C, D) ± 
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if and only if 
[A ,  A ' * ]  + BB'*  - C ' *C  = 0 
A'*B + C'*D = 0 
B'*B + D'*D = 0 
CA'* + DB'* = 0 
CC'* + DD'* = O. 
Proof. 













According to 1.9, (A', B', C', D') ~ T(A,B,C,D ) @(A, B, C, D) ± 
p o 
K V =0 
0 0 
 'A1+ K+JC  V+'B+JOt(A B)) 
-CP  + DK + WC DV + WD ]' C' D' 
([P, A] + BK + JC)A'*) + tr((BV + PB + JD)B'*) 
t r ( ( -CP + DK + WC)C'*) + tr((DV + WD)D'*) 
PAA'* - APA'* + BKA'* + JCA'*) 
tr( BVB'* + PBB'* + JDB'*) 
tr(-CPC'* + DKC'* + WCC'*) + tr( DVD'* + WDD'*) 
AA'*P  - A ' *AP)  + tr(A'*BK) + tr(CA'*J) 
tr(B'*BV) + tr(BB'*P) 
tr(DB'*J) + tr(-C'*CP) + tr(C'*DK) 
tr(CC'*W) + tr( D'*DV ) + tr(DD'*W) 
( [ A, A'*] + BB'* - C'*C A'*B + +O DB'* B o D'*D CC'* +0)0  DD'* 
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for all P, V, W, J, K. Obviously, the condition of the lemma is sufficient. For 
the necessity, remark that in fact we have 
tr 0 B'*B + D'*D 0 
CA'* + DB'* 0 CC'* + DD'* 
• W 
N 
because matrices M, N, R, U do not appear in the computation. Therefore, 
the first matrix should be the null matrix. 
11.5. Now, from 11.2 and 11.4, we have: 
THEOREM A. Let ( A, B, C, D) ~t ' ,m p. Then, a miniversal deformation 
of (A, B, C, D) is given by the linear variety 
(A ,B ,C ,D)  + {(X* ,Y* ,Z* ,T* )} ,  
where X, Y, Z, T run over the solutions of the system 
[A ,X]  + BY-ZC=O 
XB + ZD = 0 
YB + TD = 0 
CX + DY = 0 
CZ + DT = O. 
11.6. From the above result, we can derive the already known miniversal 
deformation of pairs of matrices and square matrices. For instance, if C = 0, 
D = 0 the above system is reduced to 
[A,  X l + BY = 0 
XB = 0 
YB = O, 
Z and T being arbitrary. In particular, for Z = 0, T = 0 we have the 
(orthogonal) miniversal deformation of (A, B) obtained in [3]. 
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In an analogous way, if B = 0, C = 0, D = 0, we obtain the (orthogonal) 
miniversal deformation of A in [1]. 
11.7. Example. For (A, B, C, D) ~t'521, with 
A = 
i o o 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 












C=(0  0 0 0 1), D=(0  0). 
The above deformation is 
with 
(A,B,C,D) + ((X*,Y*,Z*,T*)}, 
i 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
X*= 0 0 0 0 0 
-14 a24 a34 0 0 
a24 a25 a35 0 0 (i °/ , Y*= ~ 0 _o a25 a35 
III. STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
III.1. From the miniversal deformation i 11.5 we can deduce conditions 
for a quadruple of matrices to be structurally stable, according to the usual 
definition: 
DEFINITION. A quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) ~,,~,,~p is called 
structurally stable if and only if it has a neighborhood formed by quadruples 
equivalent to (A, B, C, D), that is, if it is an interior point of its orbit. 
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111.2. Because of the homogeneity of the orbits, we have: 
PROPOSITION. A quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) E.~Cnm p is struc- 
turally stable if and only if any equivalent one is also structurally stable, in 
particular, if and only if its canonical reduced form is structurally stable. 
111.3. The structural stability is equivalent to the nonexistence of defor- 
mations in the following sense: 
P~OVOSlTION. A quadruple of matrices is structurally stable if and only 
if the dimension of any of its miniversal deformations i  zero. 
Proof. From III.2, we see that a quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) 
~'nmp is structurally stable if and only if its orbit @(A, B, C, D) is an open 
set. It amounts to saying that dim G(A, B, C, D) = dim "~¢nmp" Or that the 
minitransversal varieties to ~f(A, B, C, D) have dimension zero. 
111.4. From 111.2 and III.3 it is immediate to see how Theorem A can be 
used to characterize the structural stability of a quadruple of matrices: 
PROPOSITION. A quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) ~n, , ,p  is struc- 
turally stable if and only if the solution of the system in II.5 is the zero one. 
Moreover, in this system the quadruple (A, B, C, D) can be substituted 
by its canonical reduced form. 
111.5. As a first application, we have the following necessary condition: 
LEMMA. If a quadruple of matrices (A, B, C, D) (~-.~lCnmp is structurally 
stable, then D has a full rank. This is to say: 
rank D = min(m, p) .  
Proof. I f  D has not a full rank, there exists a nontrivial solution 
X = 0, Y = 0, Z = 0, T 4= 0 of the system 11.5: 
TD = O, DT = 0 
(also, it follows directly from the lower semicontinuity of the matrix rank). 
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111.6. Thus, we assume that rank D = min(m, p). We analyze the three 
possibilities. 
(1) m = p. 
Then, the canonical form of (A, B, C, D) is 
and the system I1.5 is reduced to 
]x -x j=o ,  z=0,  T=0,  f=0.  
The solution of the first equations i  just the orthogonal miniversal deforma- 
tion of j obtained in [1]. And the dimension of this deformation is never zero. 
(2) m > p. 
In this ease, if we assume (A, B, C, D) in its reduced form, there are two 
possibilities 
(i i) A = N,  B = (B1 0) ,  C = 0, D = (0  Ip). 
Partitioning X, Y, Z, T according to the blocks of A, B, C, D, 
respectively, in the first case, the system in II.5 is reduced to the following 
independent systems 
NXI l - X~N + BlYl I = O, XllBl = O, ¥11B1 = 0 
NXO - X.~J + S lY  2 = 0 
JX~ - X~N = O, XiZBl = 0 
jx~ - x~j  = o 
¥? = o, r?  = o 
T=0,  Z=0.  
As above, we remark that the fourth system has a nontrivial solution. 
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But in the second ease the above system is reduced to 
NX? -X)N  + B1Y ? =0,  X)B 1 =0,  YdB 1 =0 
Y12 = 0, T= 0, Z = 0. 
The first system is just the system studied in [2, 3] relative to pairs of 
matrices. Therefore, the quadruple of matrices is structurally stable if and 
only if so is the pair (N, B 1 ), that is, if and only if the controllability indices of 
(N, B 1) are equal or differ in one unity. We remark that the controllability 
indices of (N, B l) are just the column minimal indices of the quadruple of 
matrices (see [4]). 
(3) p > m. 
The discussion is analogous to the previous one. 
111.7. Thereforem we conclude: 
THEOREM B. A quadruple of matrices ( A, B,C, D) ~,,~mp is struc- 
turally stable if and only if rank D = min(m, p), there are no Jordan blocks 
in the canonical reduced form of ( A, B, C, D), and: 
(i) I f  m > p: rank B = rain(n, m - p), and the column minimal indices 
of ( A, B, C, D) are equal or differ in one unity. 
(ii) I f  m < p: rank C = rain(n, p - m), and the row minimal indices of 
( A, B, C, D) are equal or differ in one unity. 
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